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The photoinitiated reactions after infrared excitation from the LiHF and LiDF complexes in the
reactant valley are studied as an extension of a recent communication by Paniagua et al. @J. Chem.
Phys. 109, 2971 ~1998!#. For LiHF two broad bands, associated to Dv51 and 2 transitions, are
obtained at which the probability of forming LiF products is very high, .90%. For LiDF the Dv
51 band consists of several narrow resonances, and some of them are supported by the barrier
separating reactant and product valleys. Even at these resonances the reaction probability is
relatively high, starting at a value about 30% and increasing rapidly to .90% with increasing
energy. This implies the tunneling through the barrier. The reason for the high efficiency in the
photoinitiated reaction is that the main excitation corresponds to the HF ~or DF! stretch within the
complex, which is the ‘‘active’’ mode for the reaction in agreement with the presence of a late
barrier. These results are very different from those obtained in Li1HF or Li1DF collisions at the
same total energies, the reaction probabilities being much lower in these latter since the excitation
of the HF ~DF! mode is unlikely to occur during the collision. © 1999 American Institute of
Physics. @S0021-9606~99!00539-5#I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics near the region of the transition state ~TS!
determines important features of bimolecular reactions1 be-
ing usually a bottleneck for such processes. Observables ob-
tained in scattering experiments do not provide, however,
direct information about the TS due to the average on partial
waves. This average often washes out the traces of reso-
nances and any information on transient species appearing in
the TS region. In some cases, the resonances associated to
these transient states determine the reaction probability.2
Transition state spectroscopy ~TSS! studies provide a more
direct information of spectroscopic accuracy on the potential
and dynamics of this region where the chemical change of a
bimolecular reaction occurs. The information thus obtained
is crucial not only to determine the reaction mechanisms but
also very useful to control the course of the reaction through
the use of well designed excitation pulses.
In TSS studies, the TS region is reached via photon ex-
citation from a specific precursor. This is the case of photo-
detachment of an electron from a stable negative ion pio-
neered by Neumark and co-workers,3–7 or the electronic
excitation of van der Waals clusters formed between the re-
actants. These latter kind of studies are carried out following
at least two different alternatives. In the first, developed by
Wittig and co-workers,8–10 one of the molecules forming the
van der Waals complex is photodissociated and one of its
fragments is ejected towards the second partner. The reaction
a!Present address: Departamento de Quı´mica Fı´sica, Facultad de Ciencias
C-XIV, Universidad Auto´noma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid, Spain.6710021-9606/99/111(15)/6712/12/$15.00
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limited geometry conditions imposed by the structure of the
initial van der Waals precursor. Since the advent of short
laser pulses, this technique has been used to clock bimolecu-
lar reactions11,12 in real time. In the second alternative, one
of the partners within the van der Waals complex is pro-
moted to excited electronic states where the whole system
reacts, as first done by Soep and co-workers,13–17 and lately
applied by Polanyi and co-workers,18–20 and Gonza´lez-Uren˜a
and co-workers.21,22
The theoretical modeling of this latter kind of TSS stud-
ies is particularly complicated nowadays since the reaction
dynamics generally involves several excited electronic states,
with their mutual nonadiabatic couplings, within spectro-
scopic accuracy for relatively heavy systems. Just as an ex-
ample, for the photoexcitation process Ca(1S) –HCl
→$Ca(1D ,1P) –HCl% studied by Soep and co-workers,14–17
the CaCl products are detected not only in the A2P and
B 2S1 excited electronic states14–16 but also in the X 2S1
ground state,17 which has been found after a careful exami-
nation of the highly excited vibrational states of
CaCl(X 2S1). Due to the difficulty of measuring the branch-
ing ratio between the different final electronic states of the
products, the theoretical study of such processes would be
desirable, a difficult task due to the large number of electrons
involved. Another good example is Na–HF, recently studied
experimentally by Polanyi and co-workers.20 In this case the
Na–HF van der Waals complex, initially in the ground X 2A8
state, is promoted to the A 2A8, B 2A9, and B8 2A8 electronic
states. The spectrum thus obtained20 is very well reproduced2 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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co-workers23 using potential energy surfaces based on high
quality ab initio calculations.24 These excited electronic
states present deep wells, and the resonances appearing at
low energies decay into the ground electronic state through
nonadiabatic couplings. The process has been recently simu-
lated using two coupled energy surfaces within a two degrees
of freedom model.25
In a recent communication26 we have shown the possi-
bility of accessing the vicinity of the TS on the ground elec-
tronic state via infrared excitation of the Li–HF complex,
obtaining a high efficiency in forming LiF products at total
energies where the collisional reaction cross-section is rather
low. Even though this study was devoted to the particular
case of Li–HF, it was discussed that these findings were
based on rather general properties of M1HX systems: a sud-
den change of the electric dipole moment near the TS, and a
well in the reactant valley at configurations relatively close
to the saddle point. The experimental detection of the prod-
ucts in the photoinitiated reaction of Li–HF presents some
disadvantages since this system reacts at thermal energies.
However, other related systems like Na–HF ~Refs. 24,27,28!
and Ca–HF ~Ref. 29! have higher reaction thresholds and
deep wells in the reactant valley, being thus good candidates
for such experiments on the ground electronic state.
Recently, a related experiment has been carried out by
Lester and co-workers30 via a state-selective infrared excita-
tion of the H2 –OH complex. The main difference arises from
the fact that excitation nearly corresponds to the pure OH
overtone. Since the OH is considered to be a
‘‘spectator’’31–33 in the H21OH→H2O1H reaction, vibra-
tional excitation does not enhance reactivity, even though the
energies considered are well above the reaction barrier.
Then, the dominant process is the vibrational predissociation
of the complex within the inelastic channel.
In this work we report a detailed description of the pho-
todissociation of the Li–HF and Li–DF complexes when
they are promoted via infrared excitation, that is
Li2HF1hn→Li1HF~v , j ! ~inelastic process!
→H1LiF~v8, j8! ~reactive process!, ~1!
and the same for the deuterated species. The channel for LiH
fragments is closed at the energies under study. The infrared
excitation mainly affects the HF ~or DF! stretch within the
complex, what brings the system close to the TS region. The
Li1HF potential surface presents a late barrier34,35 and the
reactivity is strongly enhanced by this excitation.36 Li1HF is
not only a prototype for TSS studies in this kind of system
but is becoming also a benchmark for theoretical reactive
scattering calculations. Its relative low number of electrons
allows highly accurate ab initio calculations on the ground
electronic state37,38 and recently several global potential en-
ergy surfaces ~PES! have been published,34,39 as well as sev-
eral quantum studies on the reactive collision.34,35,39–41 In
addition, there are molecular beam experiments for HF(v
50) ~Ref. 42! and experiments on the influence of the initial
alignment of HF(v51, j51) on the reaction.43,44 TheDownloaded 27 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.complementary information obtained in the TSS study pre-
sented below is expected to clarify the reactive dynamics in
this system.
II. QUANTUM TIME-DEPENDENT DYNAMICS
In order to obtain the partial cross-sections for the pho-
todissociation of an initial state of the complex, C i
Ji (Ji is the
initial angular momentum!, to final states of HF (v , j) or LiF
(v8, j8) ~with total angular momentum J5Ji ,Ji61) we per-
form two separated calculations, one using reactant Jacobi
coordinates and the second one using product Jacobi coordi-
nates. In reactant Jacobi coordinates, ra is the HF internu-
clear distance, Ra is the vector joining the HF center-of-mass
to the Li atom, and ga is the angle between ra and Ra . In
product Jacobi coordinates, rb is the LiF internuclear dis-
tance, Rb is the vector joining the LiF center of mass to the
H atom, and gb is the angle between rb and Rb . Since the
methodology is analogous in the two sets of coordinates, it
will be discussed in terms of generic r and R vectors.
It is convenient to use a body-fixed frame, such that the
z-axis lies along the R vector and the three atoms lie in the
x–z plane, to distinguish between the internal coordinates, r,
R, and g , and three Eulerian angles u ,f , and x specifying
the orientation of the body-fixed axes with respect to the
space-fixed frame.45 In this representation the total wave-
packet is expanded as,
CJMe~R,r,t !5(
V
WMV
Je ~f ,u ,x!
FV
JMe~r ,R ,g ,t !
rR , ~2!
with
WMV
Je ~f ,u ,x!5A 2J11
16p2~11dV ,0!
@DM ,V
J* ~f ,u ,x!
1e~21 !J1VDM ,2V
J* ~f ,u ,x!# , ~3!
where e is the parity under inversion of spatial coordinates
and DM ,V
J are Wigner rotation matrices45 corresponding to a
total angular momentum J. This momentum is associated to
the operator Jˆ5jˆ1 lˆ ~with jˆ and lˆ being the angular momen-
tum operators associated to r and R, respectively!. M and V
are the projections of the total angular momentum on the
space-fixed and body-fixed z-axis, respectively. Since the
z-axis is parallel to R, V is also the projection of the angular
momentum of the diatomic fragment.
The integration of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion is accomplished using the Chebyshev method46 and the
FV
JMe(r ,R ,g ,t) coefficients are represented on finite grids
for the internal coordinates r, R, g . A set of equidistant
points is chosen for the two-dimensional radial grid, and the
radial kinetic term is solved using the Fast Fourier Transform
method.47 In order to avoid spurious reflections due to the
use of a finite grid, the wavepacket is absorbed after each
time step.48–50 For g we use a DVR representation51–55
formed by a set of Gauss–Legendre quadrature points, gk ,
with weights wk . The action of the angular momentum op-
erators on the wavepacket is performed in a single operation
as a multiplication of a matrix by a vector as previously
explained.39 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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electric dipole transitions, the cross-section for excitation of
a system from an initial bound state C i
JiMie i
, with energy
Ei , to the final dissociative states in all the fragmentation
pathways is given by56,57
s~E !}
1
2p\E2‘
‘
dteiEt/\^CJMe~R,r,t50 !uCJMe~R,r,t !&,
~4!
with E5Ei1\v and where the wavepacket at time t50 is
defined as
CJMe~R,r,t50 !5(
V
WMV
Je ~f ,u ,x!^WMV
Je udeuC iJiMie i&.
~5!
In Eq. ~5! d is the matrix element of the electric dipole mo-
ment in the ground electronic state, whose components are
expressed in the body-fixed frame, while e is the polarization
vector of the incident photon of frequency v and defines the
orientation of the space-fixed frame. Therefore the transition
operator can be written as
de5(
pq
~21 !p~e!2pDpq
1*~f ,u ,x!dq~r ,R ,g!. ~6!
The initial bound state, C i
JiMie i
, is expanded in a basis
set as,
C i
JiMie i5 (
vn jV i>0
Avn jV i
Ji ,e i ,iY jV i
Ji ,Mi ,e i~f ,u ,x ,g!
wv j~r !
r
Hn~R !
R ,
~7!
where wv j(r) are the vibrational eigenfunctions of the iso-
lated BC fragment ~with eigenvalue Ev j), Hn(R) are vibra-
tional functions obtained numerically by solving a one-
dimension Schro¨dinger equation with a given reference
potential and the angular basis set functions, Y, are defined
as
Y jVJ ,M ,e~f ,u ,x ,g!5A 2J1116p2~11dV ,0!
3@DM ,V
J* ~f ,u ,x!Y jV~g ,0!
1e~21 !JDM ,2V
J* ~f ,u ,x!Y j2V~g ,0!# ,
~8!
where Y jV(g ,0) is a normalized associated Legendre
function.45,58
Replacing Eqs. ~6! and ~7! in Eq. ~5!, and according to
Eq. ~2! the coefficients of the initial wave packet become:
FV
JMe~R ,r ,g ,t50 !5~21 !V~12ee i!FM Mi
JJi ~e!
3 (jV i>0 (q F S Ji 1 JV i q 2V D
1S Ji 1 J
V i q V
D e~21 !J1VGDownloaded 27 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.3
Y jV i~g ,0!dq~r ,R ,g!
2A~11dV ,0!~11dV i,0!
3(
vn
Avn jV i
Ji ,e i ,iwv j~r !Hn~R !, ~9!
where it has been used d2q5(21)qdq in the present case.
FM Mi
JJi (e) is related to the polarization function,45 defined as
FM Mi
JJi ~e!5(
p
~21 !Mi~e!2pA~2J11 !~2Ji11 !
3S Ji 1 JM i p 2M D , ~10!
where p50 for linearly polarized light ~with the z space-
fixed axis along the polarization vector of the incident pho-
ton! or p561 for left/right circularly polarized light ~with
the z space-fixed axis along the direction of propagation of
the incident photon!.
In each Jacobi coordinate set, the partial cross section for
each rovibrational state of the corresponding BC fragment is
obtained using the method of Balint–Kurti et al.,59 as
sv jV
BC ~E !5
2pkv j~E !
m
uAv jV~R‘ ,E !u2, ~11!
where kv j5A2m(E2Ev j)/\2, m is the A1BC reduced
mass, R‘ is a large value of the R scattering coordinate such
that the interaction between the BC diatomic fragment and A
atom is zero, and
Av jV~R‘ ,E !5
1
2pE0
‘
dteiEt/\^wv j~r !Y jV~g ,0!
3uFV
JMe~R‘ ,r ,g!&. ~12!
@In Eq. ~11! there is a difference of 16 p2 with respect to the
definition made in Ref. 59 arising from a different normal-
ization factor in the asymptotic form of the scattering wave-
function, as has been noted recently.#60
The overall cross-section in the other rearrangement
channel, sno2BC, for each of the two Jacobi coordinates con-
sidered, can be obtained analyzing the flux61 with a method
analogous to that applied by Zhang et al.,62 to photopredis-
sociation, in which
sno2BC~E !52i
2p
m (V E dR sin gdgCVJMe*
3~r‘ ,R ,g ,E !
]CV
JMe~r ,R ,g ,E !
]r
U
r5r‘
, ~13!
where m is the BC reduced mass and the time-independent
wave function is defined as
CV
JMe~r ,R ,g ,E !5
1
2pE0
‘
dt eiEt/\FV
JMe~r ,R ,g ,t !. ~14!
These quantities are used to check the accuracy of the
calculations since the total absorption cross-section in Eq. ~4!
can be recalculated as Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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v jV
sv jV
BC ~E !1sno2BC~E !. ~15!
In addition, we also compare the results obtained in the two
possible sets of coordinates, finding an agreement better than
99%, the largest errors occurring only at some energies close
to a few resonances or at energies where the absorption spec-
trum is very small.
The time independent wave functions of Eq. ~14! may be
used to analyze the nature of the resonances. Assuming the
total Hamiltonian as H5H01V , where H0 has bound zero-
order eigenstates, fn
0
, as well as a continuum of eigenstates,
fa ,E
0 ~where a denotes a collection of quantum numbers
specifying the final state of the fragments and E, the total
energy!, the dissociative eigenstates of H near an isolated
resonance can be expressed as a linear combination of the
zero-order solutions of H0 as63
Cb~E !5An
b~E !fn
01(
a
E dE8 Ba ,E8b ~E !fa ,E80 . ~16!
Therefore, the time-independent wave functions of Eq. ~14!
contain contributions of the zero-order bound state, the one
of interest to assign the resonance, and of continuum solu-
tions, which present oscillations and hide somehow the rel-
evant information searched for. An interesting alternative is
that proposed by Sadeghi and Skodje64 in order to analyze
the resonances appearing in the D1H2 collision and also
applied to the study of resonances in F1H2 .65 The method
combines time-independent wavefunctions for several total
energies near the resonance, with a weight function (E2En
2iGn)21}Anb*(E). According to Eq. ~14!, this is equivalent
to use the expression
fn
0’ReE
0
‘
dtei(En1iGn)t/\CJMe~R,r,t !, ~17!
where En and Gn are the approximate position and width of
the resonance, respectively. Since the phases of the con-
tinuum contributions in Eq. ~16! change with total energy,
there will be a destructive interference among them, so that
the continuum contributions in Eq. ~17! are expected to be
rather small. However, the discrete function in Eq. ~16! does
not depend on energy and the square of the An(E) shows a
near Lorentzian behavior63 in the vicinity of an isolated reso-
nance. Therefore, its contribution is expected to remain in
Eq. ~17!.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Preliminary considerations and Bound states
One feature of the system under study is the importance
of zero-point energy. Considering the potential energy sur-
face the reaction is endothermic but when the zero-point en-
ergy of the diatomic fragments is taken into account, the
situation is inverted and the reaction becomes exothermic.
This is of course due to the fact that the vibrational fre-
quency of LiF (’900 cm21) is lower than that of HF
(’4000 cm21) or DF (’3000 cm21). In Table I the vibra-
tional eigenvalues of the diatomic fragments are listed. The
energies are referred to the minimum of the isolated HF. InDownloaded 27 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.addition, the PES39 shows a barrier for the reaction with the
saddle point placed on the product valley with an energy of
’1880 cm21. This fact has two major effects. First, the re-
action cross-section for the Li1HF(v50) or Li1DF(v
50) collision presents a threshold ~in the HF this threshold
is due to the zero-point energy at the transition state39,36!.
Second, the reaction is greatly enhanced with the initial vi-
brational excitation of the reactants.
The barrier on the reaction path, responsible for some of
these features of the reaction dynamics, appears as a result of
a curve crossing. In general, the reactions of M1HX systems
are envisaged as harpoon-type processes in which the adia-
batic ground electronic state can be understood as the result
of a curve crossing between an ionic ~M11HX2) and cova-
lent ~M1HX! diabatic states. This fact is illustrated for the
particular case of the LiHF system in Fig. 1, where some cuts
of the PES for the ground ~covalent! and the excited ~ionic!
electronic states are shown as a function of the HF internu-
clear distance for a collinear Li–F–H configuration and sev-
eral Li–F distances.66 It is clearly seen that, as long as Li
approaches HF, the ionic state is stabilized with respect to
the covalent state and, at a given distance, they cross origi-
nating the barrier. At the precise nuclear configuration where
the curve crossing occurs, there is a sudden change in the
system charge density, as it has been described in detail for
Li–HF by Chen and Schaefer67 and for Ca–HF by Jaffe
et al.29 This can be viewed as a charge ‘‘jump’’ from the Li
to the H atom.
Close to the TS region, there is a well in the reactant
valley with a depth of ’2250 cm21 with respect to the mini-
mum of the isolated HF,39 in agreement with experimental
data obtained from backward glory scattering.68 This well is
already in the Li1HF covalent diabatic electronic state men-
tioned above,66 and is due to the interaction between the
strong electric dipole of HF and the Li atom. There is a
second well in the product valley39 but less deep and it will
be omitted hereafter.
The reactant well presents several bound states, and the
first eigenvalues for LiHF and LiDF are listed in Table II.
The two systems show different progressions of levels be-
cause there is an important reduction of the bending fre-
quency ~from ’400 to ’300 cm21) when changing from
Li–HF to Li–DF, while the stretching frequency is nearly
unchanged ~being ’350 cm21). This effect is expected
since the kinetic term for the stretching depends on
TABLE I. Vibrational eigenvalues of the isolated diatomic fragments ~in
cm21) and effective rotational constants. All energies are referred to the
minimum of the isolated HF diatomic molecule.
HF DF LiF
v50 2045.63 1486.64 1108.50
v51 5997.85 4386.86 1991.74
v52 9774.55 7194.97 2858.29
v53 13 374.85 9910.72 3708.44
v54 16 797.44 12 533.73 4542.49
v55 20 040.63 15 063.53 5360.75
v56 23 102.33 17 499.54 6163.52
v57 25 980.03 19 841.04 6951.14
Be 20.74 10.90 1.31 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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most equal for both isotopes, while the bending also depends
on the HF ~or DF! reduced mass, m5mH(D)mF /(mH(D)
1mF), which nearly increases by a factor of 2. This isotopic
effect is even more significant for the HF vibration, and ex-
plains why the zero-point energy of the ground state of the
complex reduces in about 500 cm21 under isotopic substitu-
tion, since the vibrational frequency of HF, ’4000 cm21,
reduces to ’3000 cm21 in the DF case.
In this work we shall study the photoinitiated reaction
dynamics from the ground van der Waals state ~in a Ji51
→J50 transition! and in Fig. 2 different contours of the
FIG. 1. Cuts of the potential energy surfaces of the ground and first ionic
states of Li–F–H, as a function of the HF internuclear distance and at
several distances to the Li atom in collinear configuration ~Ref. 66!.
TABLE II. Eigenvalues of Li–HF and Li–DF ~in cm21) in the reactant
valley well for J50. The approximated quantum numbers (v ,n ,b) corre-
spond to the HF ~or DF! vibration, Li–HF ~or Li–DF! vibration and the
bending, respectively.
Li–HF Li–DF
(v ,n ,b) Li–HF (v ,n ,b) Li–DF
~0,0,0! 264.24 ~0,0,0! 2590.47
~0,1,0! 298.93 ~0,0,1! 2288.20
~0,0,1! 331.65 ~0,1,0! 2230.77
~0,2,0! 595.67 ~0,0,2! 236.91
~0,0,2! 626.99 ~0,1,1! 38.95
~0,1,1! 682.21 ~0,2,0! 81.07
~0,3,0! 815.47 ~0,0,3! 155.13Downloaded 27 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.probability density are shown for such levels of LiHF and
LiDF. The isotopic effects in LiHF and LiDF are illustrated
in Fig. 2, where different contours of the probability density
have been plotted in the region where this density is mean-
ingful.
B. Electric dipole moment
The molecular electric dipole moment of the ground
electronic state has been calculated with a multiple reference
single and double excitations configuration interaction
method ~MRDCI!69 using the same basis set functions and
configurations as those used to calculate the ab initio
points.37 In order to test the quality of the Gaussian basis set,
we have calculated the electric dipole moment of the isolated
diatomic molecules HF and LiF. The MRDCI calculations70
yield results in excellent agreement with the best available
data. In Fig. 3 ~upper panel! we compare the best available
data on this magnitude71,72 with our results for HF ~X1S1)
ground state. With respect to LiF, our results ~Fig. 3, lower
panel! are very similar to those obtained by Bauschlicher and
FIG. 2. Contour plots of the probability density associated to the ground van
der Waals state of the Li–HF and Li–DF ~J50! as a function of two of the
internal reactant Jacobi coordinates and averaging over the third one. Each
contour corresponds to a tenth of the preceding one. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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moment function for the two lowest 1S1 states cross at a
distance about 13 a0 .
The analytical fit of the two components of the molecu-
lar electric dipole moment in the x – z body-fixed plane pre-
sents some difficulties because they show a sudden change of
sign, as it can be observed for the diatomics in Fig. 3. Such
a behavior is due to the curve crossing between the covalent
and ionic diabatic states, that strongly depends on the inter-
nal variables. For this reason, instead of trying a global fit of
the electric dipole components describing the entire configu-
ration space, we have fitted them in the region where the
ground state of the reactant complex has a nonnegligible
probability density. The molecular dipole moment function
of LiHF was calculated on a grid of geometries given by
~distances in atomic units!
RHF51.7410.1i ~ i525,24, . . . ,0, . . . ,10,11!,
RLiF52.9910.2j ~ j50, . . . ,8!, ~18!
ULiFH560, 71, 90, 106, 135, 170, and 180 degrees.
Thus, only 994 of the 3244 calculated points are located
in the region of interest. The da (a5x ,z) Cartesian compo-
nents of the total dipole moment have been expanded as
da~RHF ,RLiF ,ULiFH!
5sinlULiFH
3H(
i jk
M
di jkrLiF
i rHF
j rLiH
k 1T~RLiF ,RHF ,RLiH!J , ~19!
with
rAB5RABe2bABRAB, ~20!
FIG. 3. Calculated electric dipole moments of the HF and LiF diatomic
fragments compared to those from Zemke et al. ~Ref. 71! for HF.Downloaded 27 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.T~RLiF ,RHF ,RLiH!5dLiF tanh@gLiF~RLiF2RLiF
e !#
1dHF tanh@gHF~RHF2RHF
e !#
1dLiH tanh@gLiH~RLiH2RLiH
e !# , ~21!
and where l50 if a5x and l51 if a5z . The out-of-plane
y component of the molecular dipole moment is zero by
symmetry. RHF is the HF ~or DF! internuclear distance, RLiF
is the LiF internuclear distance, and ULiFH is the angle be-
tween these two vectors defined such that the zero value
corresponds to a linear F–H–Li configuration. In Eq. ~19! a
new body-fixed frame has been defined, in which the mol-
ecule is also in the x – z plane but the z-axis is parallel to the
RHF vector. The sum has been extended up to M56 for a
5x and M58 for a5z . Due to the large number of param-
eters used, they are not listed but can be obtained upon re-
quest.
The coordinates and frame have been chosen so that the
fit expressed in Eq. ~19! is independent of the masses. It is
therefore valid for LiHF as well as for LiDF. The electric
dipole components of Eq. ~19! are transformed to the body-
fixed frame associated to the reactant or product Jacobi co-
ordinates used in the dynamical calculations by a rotation
around the y body-fixed axis, i.e., in the plane of the tri-
atomic system.
In Figs. 4 and 5 we show contour plots of the electric
dipole moment components of LiHF in reactant Jacobi coor-
dinates as well as in product Jacobi coordinates, for g cor-
responding to the minimum of the potential (ga5107° for
reactant Jacobi coordinates and gb5131° for product Jacobi
coordinates!. The main feature is that in all cases there is a
FIG. 4. Components of the electric dipole moment of LiHF on the x ~a! and
z ~b! body-fixed axes in the reactant Jacobi coordinates. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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curve crossing is produced. It is also interesting to note that
in reactant Jacobi coordinates dz is much larger than dx ,
while in product Jacobi coordinates the two components are
of the same magnitude. This fact should introduce important
differences between the vector properties of the HF and LiF
fragments that will be considered in the future.
C. Dissociation dynamics
The initial wavepacket, in Fig. 6, is built up using Eq.
~9! to study the J50←Ji51 transition from the ground
bound state of the complex. It shows a node along the r
reactant Jacobi coordinate describing the HF stretch while it
does not seem to have any excitation in the other two coor-
dinates. However, it should be noted that the second maxi-
mum in Fig. 6 has much lower probability than the first one,
and the initial wavepacket essentially corresponds to v50 in
the HF stretching mode. In fact, the square of the overlap of
the initial wavepacket with the ground bound level with J
50 is ’0.72 for LiHF, and ’0.98 for LiDF. Since the main
purpose of this work is the study of the fragmentation dy-
namics, the first seven bound states with J50 are subtracted
to the initial wavepacket. After a renormalization, most of
the wavepacket fragmentates what reduces numerical errors.
The absorption spectra obtained using Eq. ~4! for LiHF
and LiDF, in Fig. 7, show different intensities in two energy
intervals, one at low energy ~between 2500– 4000 cm21 for
LiHF and between 1500– 3000 cm21 for LiDF! which essen-
tially corresponds to a Dv51 transition in the HF stretch,
and a second one at higher energies ~between
5000– 9000 cm21 for LiHF and 3500– 5500 cm21 for LiDF!
corresponding to the first overtone with Dv52. The mean
FIG. 5. Components of the electric dipole moment of LiHF on the x ~a! and
z ~b! body-fixed axes in the product Jacobi coordinates.Downloaded 27 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.excitation frequencies are smaller than that of the transition
in the isolated HF or DF molecules due to the interaction
with the Li atom, which weakens the HF bond.
The absorption spectrum for LiDF at lower energies is
composed by some resonances @labeled from 1 to 7 in Fig.
7~b!# which have been analyzed using Eq. ~17!, and the con-
tour plots associated to the probability density are shown in
Fig. 8. The continua components are not completely van-
ished, which introduces a complicated pattern for large inter-
nuclear distances in Fig. 8. However, the larger probability
contours show a nice structure that can be associated to the
zero-order bound states which are responsible for the appear-
ance of the resonances and allows us their assignment
~shown in Fig. 8!. All of them have one vibrational quantum
in the DF stretch while showing a progression in the LiDF
stretch and in the bending motion. The two low intensity
resonances, the 4th ~at E4’2367 cm21) and the 7th (E7
’2912 cm21), correspond to ~1,0,2! and ~1,0,3! vibrations,
respectively. The ordering of the assigned levels is the same
as those listed in Table II for the bound states with v50. The
effective frequency for the bending motion seems to be
nearly unchanged while that of the Li–DF stretch becomes
FIG. 6. Contour plots of the probability density associated to the initial
wavepacket as a function of two of the internal reactant Jacobi coordinates
and averaging over the third one. Each contour corresponds to a tenth of the
preceding one. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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seem to follow any particular trend either with the increase
of total energy or with the selective excitation of a particular
vibrational mode. The fragmentation dynamics will be dis-
cussed below.
The situation for the Dv51 transition in LiHF is, how-
ever, very different because in the 2500– 4000 cm21 energy
range, the spectrum shows a quite broad envelope with two
peaks, instead of narrow resonances. The reason is that LiDF
is promoted to an energy region close to the saddle point
~located at 1879 cm21 as it is shown in Fig. 9! while LiHF is
excited well above the top of the barrier, yielding the LiF
products with a high probability.26 The largest frequency of
the systems corresponds to the HF ~or DF! stretch and this
vibrational mode is quite well decoupled from the other two,
as demonstrated in the resonance analysis described above.
After the infrared excitation to v51, HF starts vibrating
FIG. 7. Absorption spectra for the J50←Ji51 transition from the ground
bound states of the LiHF ~a! and LiDF ~b! complexes. Energy is referred to
the minimum of the potential of isolated HF. The photon energy is obtained
by adding the energy of the bound state of the complex with Ji51, which is
62.32 and 588.81 cm21, for LiHF and LiDF, respectively. The first reso-
nance for LiDF reaches a value of ’2500 and has been cut to show the
other components of the spectrum.Downloaded 27 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.without transferring energy to the other internal modes of the
system, and the complex fragmentates rapidly since it is
above the barrier. Due to the large difference between the H
and F masses, the H atom escapes rapidly, leaving the F
atom attached to the Li atom. For LiDF, however, the v
51 excitation in the DF stretch is supported by the barrier so
that the resonances dissociate either to the LiF product chan-
nel, by tunneling through the barrier, or to the DF reactant
channels by vibrational predissociation.
The photofragmentation of LiHF when excited to v51
and v52 can therefore be considered as a direct dissociation
on the products channel.26 The probability of forming LiF
product increases rapidly to a value of approximately 90%–
95% for energies below the HF(v51) threshold, and is
much higher than that corresponding to the same total ener-
gies in the Li1HF(v50) collision, as shown in Fig. 10. For
energies above 5000 cm21, reactivity in the photoinitiated
process is about 99%, while that corresponding to the
Li1HF(v51) collision is of the order of 85%–90% ~the
v51 threshold is about 6000 cm21). The reaction probabil-
ity for the Li1HF(v51) is, however, comparable to the one
associated to the photon excitation in the first band, which is
interpreted as an excitation of the HF stretch to v51 within
the complex. Therefore, the reaction probability seems to
depend mainly on the HF ~or DF! vibrational excitation
rather than on total energy. The reason for this behavior is
that the system presents a late barrier,74,75 i.e., the saddle
point is placed at an internal configuration in which the HF
distance is elongated to a large value ~’1.301 Å! as com-
pared to that of the isolated HF ~’0.921 Å!. Therefore, to
overpass the barrier some vibrational energy is needed in the
HF stretching mode, and a single vibrational quantum seems
to be enough to produce the reaction with a high efficiency.
Such vibrational excitation is easily created by the infrared
promotion. However, during the Li1HF(v50) collision the
HF vibration is not greatly excited and, in order to obtain a
high efficiency for the reaction, the HF reactant should be
initially in v51, as is shown in Fig. 10.
For the case of Li1HF reactive collision the total reac-
tion cross-sections for HF(v50,1, j50,1,2, and 3! have
been calculated36 using a wavepacket treatment in reactant
Jacobi coordinates, within the Centrifugal Sudden approach.
This approach yields results in very good agreement with
exact calculations39 when considering total reaction prob-
abilities. These calculations show that the reaction cross-
section increases by a factor of 10-50 by increasing the vi-
brational excitation from v50 to v51. This large
enhancement of the reaction cross section with initial vibra-
tional excitation of the reagents has been observed experi-
mentally for some related systems, like K1HCl,76 Ba1HF,77
Ca1HF,78,79 Sr1HF,78–80 and Na1HF.80 Most of these sys-
tems are endothermic for v50, while Li1HF is nearly ther-
moneutral, but this fact does not seem to make important
differences.
It was also found that for Li1HF(v50, j.0) the reac-
tion cross section is larger for low V , which was taken as an
indication that the reaction occurs preferentially at near col-
linear geometries.36 This fact was interpreted by assuming
that the reaction takes place after some vibrational excitation Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ity density associated to the fn0 func-
tions, obtained using Eq. ~17!, for the
five more intense resonances of LiDF
as labeled in Fig. 7. The energy posi-
tion and width are also shown, as well
as their assignment.is gained by the HF fragment during the collision. The effi-
ciency of the vibrational energy transfer is larger at near
collinear collisions, which explains why low V give higher
reaction cross-sections. Alvarin˜o et al.,81 using the so-called
stereodirected representation, found that the reaction prob-
abilities for the Li1HF(J50! reaction are larger when the Li
atom attacks on the H side of HF, which is in agreement with
this model.
The final state distributions of the diatomic fragments
after infrared excitation of LiHF complex are shown in Fig.
11 for the first band, i.e., in the 2500– 4000 cm21 range. LiF
is mainly populated in v50 showing a progressive increase
of the population in v51 as the total energy increases. In
fact, for the second band at energies larger than 5000 cm21,
the LiF products are more vibrationally excited than for the
first band. The LiF(v50,j) distribution, shown in Fig. 11~b!,
is nearly independent of the total energy and has a maximumDownloaded 27 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.at j’10. For LiF(v51) products, the rotational distribution
looks very similar to that of LiF(v50) but with the maxi-
mum located at approximately j58. This kind of unstruc-
tured final distributions of the LiF products can be expected
from a direct photodissociation in which the LiF stretch
within the LiFH complex is scarcely excited and acts like a
spectator during the dissociation. The rotational distribution
of the HF fragments, in Fig. 11~c!, shows a structured depen-
dence with total energy. In fact, the total final population of
HF has a small background with several narrow structures
associated to resonances. At these resonances, the appear-
ance of HF fragments is due to the vibrational predissocia-
tion of LiHF from v51.
As discussed above, LiDF exhibits some narrow reso-
nances in the v51 part of the spectrum ~for energies below
3500 cm21) and a broad band for v52 at higher energies. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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may be interpreted, as in the LiHF case, as a direct dissocia-
tion towards the LiF product channel. In Fig. 12, the prob-
ability of forming LiF products in the photoinitiated process
from the LiDF precursor is shown and compared with the
corresponding reaction probabilities for the Li1DF(v50
and 1! collision. In the whole energy range, the reaction
probabil ity after infrared excitation is much higher than that
for the Li1DF collision ~either v50 or v51!. In the photo-
initiated process, the reaction probability increases very rap-
idly with energy and becomes larger than 95% about
3500 cm21. In the collision, however, the reaction probabil-
ity is always below 40%, even for DF initially in v51.
The reaction probabilities in the collision increase ac-
cording to the progression DF(v50), HF(v50), DF(v
51), and HF(v51), i.e., there is an enhancement of the
reaction efficiency with the internal vibrational energy of HF
or DF listed in Table I. Similar isotopic effects were obtained
previously by Lagana` et al. for the collision, using another
PES with a quassiclassical method and a Rotational Infinite
Order Sudden Approach.82
In the photoinitiated process from LiDF precursor, the
efficiency in forming LiF products is also very high, because
the infrared promotion mainly excites the DF stretch, as in
the LiHF case. There is a fast increase of the reaction prob-
FIG. 9. Energy diagrams for a! LiHF and b! LiDF ~all energies are in
cm21).Downloaded 27 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.ability as soon as the energy is higher than the barrier for the
reaction. However, it is notorious that the reaction probabil-
ity in the first resonance, located at 1788.8 cm21, is of the
order of 30%. Since the maximum of the barrier is located at
1879 cm21, the decay of the first resonance in the LiF prod-
uct channel can only be attributed to tunneling through the
barrier. Such high probability for tunneling is only possible
because the vibrational predissociation process, LiHF(v
51)→Li1HF(v50), is rather inefficient, making the com-
petition between the two fragmentation processes possible.
The total energies for the remaining resonances in Fig. 7 are
above the barrier and the reaction probability increases for
them. Therefore, the spectroscopic study of the resonances
appearing in the LiDF case provides valuable information
about the reaction mechanisms and the potential energy sur-
face below and above the barrier for the reaction.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work the LiHF photoinitiated reaction in the
ground electronic state has been studied, via the infrared ex-
citation of the LiHF precursor ~and its deuterated variant!, as
an extension of a recent communication.26 In order to simu-
late the infrared absorption, the electric dipole moment has
been calculated using the MRDCI method with the same
basis set as previously used to calculate the potential energy
surface.37,39 The electric dipole moment has been fitted to an
analytical expression in the region of the well in the Li1HF
reactant channel.
The J50←Ji51 transition from the ground state of the
reactant complex has been studied using a wavepacket treat-
ment. Two energy intervals can be separated in the absorp-
tion spectra, corresponding to Dv51 and Dv52, respec-
tively. For LiHF it is found that in both cases the probability
of forming LiF products is very high, .90%. This result is
very different from the corresponding reaction probability in
the Li1HF(v50) collision at the same total energies, where
FIG. 10. Reaction probabilities for the two bands of the photoinitiated pro-
cess in LiHF and for the Li1HF(v50,1) collision. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
6722 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 15, 15 October 1999 Paniagua et al.FIG. 11. Final state distribution of the diatomic fragments after infrared
excitation of LiHF precursor: ~a! LiF vibrational state distribution, ~b! rota-
tional distribution of LiF(v50) and ~c! HF(v50) rotational distribution.
FIG. 12. Reaction probabilities for the photoinitiated process in LiDF and
for the Li1DF(v50,1! collision.Downloaded 27 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.only a 20% reaction probability is obtained.39,36 This system
has a late barrier and some vibrational excitation is required
to overpass it.36 Thus, the high efficiency of the photoiniti-
ated process is due to the vibrational excitation of the HF
stretch produced in the infrared absorption, while in the
Li1HF(v50) collision vibrational excitation is very un-
likely to occur and some initial excitation is required to ob-
tain such an efficiency. The reaction probability for the
Li1HF(v51) collision is also close to 90%, but this process
involves a much higher energy than in the photoinitiated
reaction because of the presence of the well in the reactant
valley.
The absorption spectrum of LiHF presents broad bands
which are interpreted as the result of a direct photodissocia-
tion towards the product channel because the excitation en-
ergy is above the barrier for the reaction. In the case of LiDF,
however, the excitation energy is close to the barrier due to a
strong isotopic effect, and the Dv51 transition consists of
some narrow resonances. It is found that the first resonance
is below the barrier and presents a probability of about 30%
for the formation of LiF products due to the tunneling
through the barrier.
As a conclusion, the photoinduced reaction after infrared
excitation of LiHF and LiDF complexes allows the study of
the transition state region on the ground electronic state
above and below the barrier. Therefore, it provides interest-
ing information about the reaction mechanisms which is
complementary to that obtained in the collision between the
reactants.
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